Local Citizens to Join With Thousands Nationally to Confront Government-Sanctioned Gambling

Will Highlight How Predatory Gambling is Dishonest, Financially Damaging to Citizens and Contributing to Rising Unfairness in American Life

WHO: Local citizen leaders who believe government should promote compassion and fairness and not willfully cheat and harm its own people. Participants include: XXXXXXX, XXXXXXX, and XXXXXXXX

WHAT: Local citizens will gather to join with thousands of others across the United States to confront government-sponsored gambling, whether it takes the form of commercial casinos, tribal casinos, state lotteries or internet gambling. The local event is one of more than 100 actions taking place as part of the first-ever National Day of Action Against Predatory Gambling.

Their unifying message is “Predatory gambling cheats and damages all of us. You pay even if you don’t play.” They will highlight the voices and stories of some of the millions of Americans who have been damaged by this public policy. They will also publicize how this policy is dishonest, hurts citizens financially and contributes to rising unfairness and inequality in America.

Describe your action here....

WHEN: List date and time of your event here....

WHERE Provide a description of the event’s location including the street address